


Avoid complexity with Bench.
Versatile, elegant, simple and strong. 
Desks. Arranged in a line and built to last. 
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Versatile desks, built for life, elegant in form, flexible 

in function, well made, solid and strong.

 

An idea refined and redefined - with metal-to-metal 

fixing throughout for undisputed strength and with 

tough no-nonsense surfaces.  

Real-world workplaces. Flexible, adjustable, and 

infinitely practical with comprehensive cable 

management. Perfect for teams and individuals - for 

spreading out and for coming together. 

Bench is dependable, durable and distinctive, a 

practical solution to the way we office work today, 

adaptable to change yet timeless in design. Frill-free 

but finely detailed, Bench becomes whatever you 

need it to be, wherever you need to be.  
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Versatility begins...

360cm wide Bench, seating 4 users at a single 180cm desk top each. Featuring a cable managed recessed leg, cabling

runs from floor through the under desk tray and to the work surface via scallops or 80mm diameter cut outs.

Ideal for multi uses in one space, touch down, focus and teams.

Shown in oak melamine with scallop detail, a silver frame & the Seren chair.

...and continues

360cm wide bench, now seating 6 users at a single 120cm desk top each. Featuring a cable managed recessed leg, cabling

runs from floor through the under desk tray and to the work surface via scallops or 80mm diameter cut outs.

This bench arrangement, whilst taking up the same footprint as above can increase your capacity by 50%.

Shown in maple melamine with 80mm cable port cut outs, a silver frame & the Seren chair.
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Get focused

540cm long, up to 6 users, again the cable managed recessed leg provides comfortable collaboration by creating free movement along the 

bench or more space for under desk pedestals. Divisional screens provide privacy and a place to hang accessories.

Shown in white melamine with 80mm cable port cut outs, a white frame & the ARA chair.

Creative space

540cm long, ideal for agile working environments, the cable managed recessed leg provides comfortable collaboration

by creating free movement along the bench. Your work space is quickly diversified.

Shown in walnut melamine with scallop detail, a reverse waterfall edge detail, black frame & the Spira Plus chair.



 Feature rich

Telescopic beam, 1200-1800mm fully adjustable width

Easy to reach desktop cable management as standard

Metal-to-metal fixings providing strength

Recessed legs for free movement along the length of the bench

Fully contained cable core

Fixed height adjustment in 25mm increments

Pre-drilled tops for fast, accurate fitments
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Complimenting accessories

To make working ergonomic and environments comfortable.

Desk mounted screens

Screen accessories

Monitor arms

Standard & slimline pedestals

Desktop power

CPU holder

Standard finishes

Our standard finishes form part of our 20,000 unit quick order programme.

Bespoke finishes are available upon request but are subject to modified lead times.

Work surfaces Metal work

Beech MapleOakWalnut RAL9005White RAL 9006 RAL 9003

Walnut available with scallop and reverse chamfer only

White and oak available with scallop detail

Beech, maple, oak and white are available with 80mm cable port cut out access
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Construction components

Telescopic beam: 1200mm to 1800mm 

Goal post legs

Integrated cable management

Cable managed recessed leg

MFC work surface

Desk mounted screens

Desktop power module

CPU holder

Monitor arm

Screen accessories
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Assurance of supply

20,000 workstations are available immediately from 

stock. This underpins our unbreakable, personal 

promise: we will deliver on time, at the time agreed,

and that your furniture will be snag free.

Forty years’ experience in the interiors industry has 

taught us that, sadly, promises are sometimes broken 

as easily as they are made. That is why we invest so 

heavily in our plant, our processes and our people; so 

we may keep our promises. Without exception. 

FIRA Gold Standard

Our products are FIRA Gold certificated, an 

independent scheme widely regarded as a best in 

class. It means you can specify our products with 

complete confidence, knowing that they are proven 

to all necessary and applicable standards. Standards 

maintained through annual, third party, auditing.  

The environment

An in-house environmental team have reduced our 

energy consumption, increased our recycling and 

developed a furniture-recycling programme.

 

Our company and our people are socially and 

ethically aware, mindful of equal opportunities, 

engaged in charitable activities and always keen to 

give back to the community. 
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Visit our showroom:
112 Cornwall Street South
Kinning Park, Glasgow, G41 1AA
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Obtain planning content, further images, 
certifications and technical information 
from our customer services team.


